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ABSTRACT
Glasses are out-of-equilibrium systems whose state cannot be uniquely defined by the usual set of equilibrium state variables. Here, we seek
to identify an expanded set of variables that uniquely define the state of a glass. The potential energy landscape (PEL) formalism is a useful
approach within statistical mechanics to describe supercooled liquids and glasses. We use the PEL formalism and computer simulations to
study the transformations between low-density amorphous ice (LDA) and high-density amorphous ice (HDA). We employ the ST2 water
model, which exhibits an abrupt first-order-like phase transition from LDA to HDA, similar to that observed in experiments. We prepare
a number of distinct samples of both LDA and HDA that have completely different preparation histories. We then study the evolution of
these LDA and HDA samples during compression and decompression at temperatures sufficiently low that annealing is absent and also
during heating. We find that the evolution of each glass sample, during compression/decompression or heating, is uniquely determined by
six macroscopic properties of the initial glass sample. These six quantities consist of three conventional thermodynamic state variables, the
number of moleculesN, the system volume V, and the temperature T, as well as three properties of the PEL, the inherent structure (IS) energy
EIS, the IS pressure PIS, and the average curvature of the PEL at the IS SIS. In other words, (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) are state variables that define
the glass state in the case of amorphous ice. An interpretation of our results in terms of the PEL formalism is provided. Since the behavior
of water in the glassy state is more complex than for most substances, our results suggest that these six state variables may be applicable to
amorphous solids in general and that there may be situations in which fewer than six variables would be sufficient to define the state of a glass.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5092586

I. INTRODUCTION

Equilibrium systems can be characterized by a fewmacroscopic
thermodynamic variables.1 For example, the thermodynamic state
of a one-component equilibrium liquid is uniquely defined by three
state variables, such as (N, V, T) or (N, P, T). Here, N, T, V, and
P are, respectively, the number of molecules in the system, the tem-
perature, the volume, and the pressure. Consequently, if two samples
of the same liquid at equilibrium have the same state variables, then
they are macroscopically identical, meaning that they will exhibit the
same thermodynamic response when subjected to a given process,
such as isothermal compression or isobaric heating. The situation

is very different in the case of glasses (amorphous solids). Glasses
are out-of-equilibrium systems, and their response to a specific pro-
cess may depend strongly on the history of the system during the
preparation of the glass sample. For example, two glassesmade of the
same substance and found to have identical values of (N, V, T) may
not necessarily exhibit the same behavior when subjected to isother-
mal compression. It is apparent that the difficulty in predicting the
behavior of glasses originates, at least partially, in our inability to
properly characterize the glass state. Equilibrium state variables such
as (N, V, T) need, somehow, to be complemented with additional
variables to define the state of a glass. But how many state vari-
ables are required to characterize the glass state? How do we identify
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these new variables? These are fundamental questions that need to
be answered in order to extend equilibrium thermodynamics to the
description of glasses. In this work, we address these questions for
the case of a one-component system, water. Water is a particularly
interesting test case due to its ubiquity and importance, as well as the
complexity of the glassy states of water. To make progress on these
questions, we apply concepts from the potential energy landscape
(PEL) formalism.2

For a system of N atoms, the PEL is the hypersurface in
(3N + 1)-dimensional space defined by the potential energy of the
system as a function of the atomic coordinates, V(�r1,�r2, . . . ,�rN).3
At any given time t, the system is represented by a single point on
the PEL given by the atomic coordinates at t. Hence, as the atomic
coordinates change with time, the representative point of the system
moves, describing a trajectory on the PEL. In the liquid state at high
T, the system explores large regions of the PEL, while at low T the
representative point is constrained to move within more localized
regions of the PEL. Upon further cooling to the glass state, ergodicity
is broken and the representative point of the system can only move
within specific basins of the PEL. The local minimum of a PEL basin
is called an inherent structure (IS). A complete theory for low-T liq-
uids based on the topography of the PEL has been developed. This
theory allows the free energy of the liquid to be formally expressed in
terms of the IS energy EIS (basin depth), the Hessian of the PEL at the
IS (basin curvature), and the distribution of IS energies in the PEL
(density of IS states).4 For example, the PEL approach has recently
been applied to the case of TIP4P/2005 water to obtain the P(V, T)
equation of state.5

The PEL has also been used to study out-of-equilibrium liq-
uids and glasses. It has been shown that for glasses and out-of-
equilibrium liquids cooled at a sufficiently slow rate at constant
volume, the system can be described by a single parameter (EIS),
in that the behavior of the system during the cooling process can
be quantified in terms of the properties of the equilibrium liquid at
the same EIS.6 Unfortunately, this approach fails for liquids cooled
more rapidly.6–8 An extension of the approach of Ref. 6 to the case
of glasses subjected to compression/decompression processes is not
possible either because the IS sampled by the glass during these pro-
cesses is different from the IS sampled by the equilibrium liquid.8–10

Here, we explore the possibility that state variables for the glass
state can be identified among the quantities that arise in the PEL for-
malism. As indicated above, previous work using the PEL approach
has demonstrated the importance of EIS. Also important are the IS
pressure PIS and the shape function SIS which quantifies the aver-
age curvature at the minima of the IS basins. Detailed definitions of
EIS, PIS, and SIS are given in Ref. 4. In the present work, we per-
form out-of-equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of
glassy water and show that when the traditional state variables (N,
V, T) are augmented by (EIS,PIS,SIS), these six quantities together
are a sufficient set of variables to characterize the glass state. That
is, regardless of how differently two samples of glassy water are pre-
pared, if they share the same values of (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS), then
the two samples will behave identically when subjected to processes
such as compression, decompression, or heating. Unexpectedly, we
further show thatV cannot be interchanged with P as a state variable
for these amorphous states.

Our choice of glassy water as the model system for the present
study is based on the complex behavior that water exhibits in the

glass state (see, e.g., Refs. 11–14). Experimentally, water can exist in
at least two glass states, low-density amorphous ice (LDA) and high-
density-amorphous ice (HDA).15–17 LDA can be prepared, for exam-
ple, by hyperquenching the liquid below T ≈ 130 K at normal pres-
sure.18 Rapidly cooling liquid water at high pressure leads to HDA.19
Remarkably, LDA and HDA can be interconverted by isothermal
compression and decompression in the T range 130–140 K. The
LDA-HDA transformation is extremely sharp and involves large
changes in the properties of glassy water. For example, the den-
sity increases by more than 20% during the compression-induced
LDA-to-HDA transformation.15 The sharp changes observed dur-
ing the LDA/HDA transformation are consistent with the interpre-
tation that it is a first-order phase transition between two out-of-
equilibrium states.11,15,20 Such a picture is supported by the liquid-
liquid phase transition (LLPT) hypothesis, which was proposed to
explain the unusual behavior of liquid water at low T.11 The LLPT
hypothesis originated from MD simulations of ST2 water21 which
were recently confirmed by free energy calculations (see Ref. 22 and
the references therein). Computer simulations of glassy water are
also consistent with the LLPT hypothesis.23–29 Recent experiments30
and combined theoretical/computational studies5,31 strongly sup-
port the possibility that water exists in two different liquid states at
low temperatures.32–34

Our approach to characterize the glass state, based on concepts
from the PEL formalism, differs from other approaches that have
been pursued in recent years. One natural approach to identify the
state of a glass has been to search for order parameters that charac-
terize the local and/or intermediate-range structure of the material.
A multitude of such order parameters have been proposed to char-
acterize the local structure of liquids and glasses, for both atomic
(see, e.g., Refs. 35–39) and molecular systems, including water (see,
e.g., Refs. 29 and 40–42). However, it is not evident how many and
what order parameters are appropriate to differentiate the states of
a glassy material. Order parameters that do a good job in charac-
terizing the glass state of a given substance may fail in the case of
another. In addition, it is challenging to measure order parame-
ter metrics in many experiments since they often require access to
atomic coordinates. Our hope is that the general nature of the PEL
will make the order parameters we consider here more generally
applicable.

Another type of approach to describe glasses focuses on
establishing a one-to-one correspondence between the glass state
and the equilibrium liquid. These approaches are based on the
concept of “fictive” temperature Tf and include the well-known
Tool-Narayanaswamy (TN) formalism.43–45 The TN approach has
been successfully used to predict the behavior of polymers in the
out-of-equilibrium liquid and glassy states.46–50 Unfortunately, the
TN formalism is based on empirical parameters that need to be
extracted from experiments and on a few Ansätze that do not always
apply.44,46,47,50–52 In general, it is unclear whether glasses, when sub-
jected to arbitrary processes, can be related to the equilibrium liquid
state via a single-parameter fictive temperature. Indeed, computer
simulations of glasses obtained by fast-cooling of the liquid8,53 and
glasses subject to isothermal compression/decompression8–10,54,55
show that the IS sampled by the glass are never explored by the
equilibrium liquid. We also note other theoretical approaches that
have been developed to describe the behavior of glasses. Some
of these approaches involve novel but abstract concepts, such as
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space-time trajectories accessible to the glass state; see, e.g., Ref. 56
and the references therein.

This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe our
computer simulation methods. The results are presented in Sec. III,
which consists of a series of comparative studies of independently
generated glassy water samples. In each case, we find that the set
of variables (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) unambiguously characterizes the
glass and determines its response to changes in P or T. A sum-
mary and discussion is included in Sec. IV. We provide addi-
tional examples to support our conclusions in the supplementary
material.

II. MOLECULAR SIMULATION DETAILS
We perform out-of-equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations of a system composed of N = 1728 water molecules in
a cubic box with periodic boundary conditions. Water molecules are
represented using the ST2 model57 with the long-range electrostatic
interactions treated using the reaction field technique.58 We use the
reaction field approach rather than more sophisticated Ewald meth-
ods for consistency with the historic implementation of this model;
in particular, Refs. 25 and 59 provide valuable reference data sets
for the ST2 system. In all simulations, T and P are controlled using
a Berendsen thermostat and barostat, respectively. To implement
cooling/heating runs, we change the thermostat temperature lin-
early with time, with a cooling/heating rate of magnitude qT = dT/dt
= 30 K/ns. Similarly, to conduct compression/decompression runs,
the barostat pressure changes linearly at a constant rate of mag-
nitude qP = dP/dt = 300 MPa/ns; see Ref. 25 for details. For each
heating, compression, or decompression study, we generate 10 inde-
pendent starting configurations using the same protocol for sam-
ple preparation. These 10 configurations are then each subjected
to the chosen process (e.g., heating or compression) to allow us
to assess the effect of sample-to-sample variations in the start-
ing configurations. We note that recent work has shown that the
Berendsen barostat gives correct results for static thermodynamic
properties such as the pressure and density but does not cor-
rectly model properties that depend on fluctuations of the pres-
sure.60 Accordingly, we report here only on observables that do
not depend on system fluctuations. Furthermore, thermodynamic
quantities, such as the density of the amorphous ices across the
LDA-HDA transformations, are not sensitive to the specific barostat
employed.27,28

In order to calculate the PEL properties sampled by the sys-
tem, we save configurations every 10 MPa during the compres-
sion/decompression runs and every 10 K during the heating runs.
The procedure to evaluate the PEL properties of our system is iden-
tical to that followed in our previous works,10,61 to which we refer
the reader for details. For each configuration, the structure of the
system at the IS (i.e., nearest local minimum of the PEL) is obtained
using the conjugate gradient algorithm.62 The energy of the sys-
tem at this local minimum is the IS energy EIS. The virial expres-
sion for the pressure at the IS configuration defines the IS pres-
sure PIS. The curvature of the PEL at the IS is quantified by the
shape function SIS, which is directly linked to the vibrational density
of states.

We compare the response of samples of LDA formed by dif-
ferent preparation protocols. Three forms of LDA are considered,

FIG. 1. ρas a function of P during the compression of LDA-c formed at P = 0.1 MPa
(black lines). At P = 1100–1200 MPa, LDA-c transforms to HDA. Decompression of
HDA from P = 1700 MPa (red lines) results in LDA-d at P � −500 MPa, and further
decompression of LDA-d leads to the fracture of the amorphous ice at P < −550
MPa. Magenta lines correspond to the recompression of LDA-d back to HDA. At P
= 0.1 MPa and ρ� 0.86 g/cm3, LDA-c and LDA-d have the same (N, V, T, P) and
yet their behavior during compression at P > 0.1 MPa is remarkably different (black
and magenta lines). In all cases, T = 80 K and the compression/decompression
rate is qP = 300 MPa/ns.

labeled here as LDA-c, LDA-i, and LDA-d. These LDA forms were
defined and studied in previous work10,25,26,61 wherein full details
may be found. Briefly, these systems are obtained as follows:

1. LDA-c is prepared by cooling the equilibrium liquid from
T = 350 K to T = 80 K at constant P = 0.1 MPa and cooling
rate qT = 30 K/ns.

2. LDA-i is prepared from liquid configurations equilibrated at
P = 0.1MPa and at various starting temperatures T0 = 255, 260,
265, . . ., 290, and 300 K. After equilibration, these liquid con-
figurations are cooled instantaneously to T = 80 K by rescaling
the velocities of the atoms. That is, LDA-i is obtained with an
infinite cooling rate. As a consequence, the starting LDA-i sam-
ples have the same density and are structurally identical to the
equilibrium liquid at the starting temperature T0.

3. LDA-d is prepared by a somewhat more complicated recipe,
which is illustrated in Fig. 1. Specifically, LDA-d is prepared
by first compressing LDA-c at T = 80 K from P = 0.1 MPa to
P = 1700 MPa; see the black lines in Fig. 1, which show the
density ρ as a function of P during compression. The sharp
increase in ρ at P � 1150 MPa corresponds to the transfor-
mation of LDA-c to HDA. The HDA form so produced is
then decompressed at T = 80 K back to the LDA state at
P = −500 MPa;10,25 see the red lines in Fig. 1. It is this LDA
form recovered at P = −500 MPa that we refer to as LDA-d.

To prepare three samples of HDA with different prepara-
tion histories, we compress LDA-c, LDA-i (with T0 in the range
255–300 K), and LDA-d to P = 1700 MPa at T = 80 K.

III. RESULTS

A. Standard thermodynamic variables
are not sufficient to characterize the glass state

In this section, we provide an example from our simulations
of glassy water that shows that neither the set of thermodynamic
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variables (N, V, T) nor the expanded set (N, V, T, P) are sufficient to
identify the glass state. To do so, we subject both LDA-c and LDA-d
to isothermal compression at T = 80 K. Figure 1 shows ρ for LDA-c
during compression (black lines) starting from P = 0.1 MPa, where
the sharp transition to HDA is observed near 1150 MPa, as noted in
Sec. II. The magenta lines in Fig. 1 show ρ for LDA-d during com-
pression. We observe that LDA-d undergoes a much more gradual
density change than LDA-c over a range of P from 700 to 1100 MPa
as it transforms to HDA.

Note that in Fig. 1 the LDA-c and LDA-d compression
curves pass through the same point, located at P � 0.1 MPa and
ρ � 0.86 g/cm3. At this point, both glasses exhibit the same values
of the thermodynamic variables (N, V, T, P). However, the behav-
ior of LDA-c and LDA-d during the subsequent compression for
P > 0.1 MPa differs significantly (black and magenta lines). That is,
despite sharing the same values of (N, V, T, P) at a particular point,
the difference between these two glasses at this point, due to their dif-
ferent preparation histories, is revealed by their different responses
to the subsequent compression. This is a clear example that neither
(N, V, T) nor the expanded set (N, V, T, P) are a complete set of state
variables for identifying the glassy state of water.

We note that experiments also show differences in the proper-
ties of LDA, depending on the preparation history. Specifically, the
glass transition temperature of so-called LDAI and LDAII , two sub-
families of LDA, differs slightly when they are heated at P = 0.1 MPa
from T = 80 K.63,64 In addition, during compression, the LDA-to-
HDA transformation is smoother and occurs at slightly lower pres-
sure for LDAI than for LDAII .64 Small differences in the properties
of LDA are also observable when one considers other forms of LDA,

such as ASW (amorphous solid water) and HGW (hyperquenched
glassy water).12

B. State variables for glasses
In order to differentiate LDA-c from LDA-d, we examine the

utility of generic variables obtained from the PEL. Figure 2 shows
EIS(ρ), PIS(ρ), and SIS(ρ) during the isothermal compression of
LDA-c and LDA-d at T = 80 K. Notably, at ρ � 0.86 g/cm3, LDA-
c and LDA-d share the same value of PIS but exhibit very different
values of EIS and SIS. Figure 2 thus reveals that LDA-c and LDA-
d, despite having the same values of (N, V, T, P) when ρ � 0.86
g/cm3, do not occupy the same region of the PEL under these condi-
tions. That is, we find that thermodynamic PEL properties are able
to expose the difference between these two glasses at ρ� 0.86 g/cm3.

Furthermore, we observe in Fig. 1 that LDA-c and LDA-d fol-
low the same ρ(P) curve when they have both entered the HDA
regime at P > 1500 MPa and ρ > 1.46 g/cm3. In Fig. 2, we find that
for ρ> 1.46 g/cm3, the curves for EIS(ρ), PIS(ρ), and SIS(ρ) overlap for
highly compressed LDA-d and LDA-c. This suggests that once LDA-
d and LDA-c attain the same values of (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS), then
the behavior of these glasses during further compression, as quanti-
fied by ρ(P), becomes indistinguishable. In other words, at least in
this case, the variables (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) play the role of state
variables for glassy water.

In the rest of this section as well as in the supplementary
material, we test the generality of this conclusion by comparing
the behavior of distinct amorphous ices when subjected to vari-
ous processes. Specifically, we compare the behavior of different

FIG. 2. (a) PIS, (b) EIS, and (c) SIS at
the IS sampled by the system during the
compression and decompression pro-
cesses shown in Fig. 1. Data are shown
with the same colors used in Fig. 1. At
ρ � 0.86 g/cm3, LDA-c and LDA-d have
the same (N, V, T, P), but their PEL
properties are not all identical (black and
magenta lines).
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LDA and HDA samples when subjected to isothermal compression
(Sec. III B 1), isothermal decompression (Sec. III B 2), isochoric heat-
ing (Sec. III B 3), and isobaric heating (Sec. III B 4). In all cases, we
find that the variables (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) fully describe the state
of the glass.

1. Isothermal compression
We focus on the behavior of LDA-c, LDA-d, and LDA-i dur-

ing compression at T = 80 K. Figure 3(a) shows ρ(P) during the
compression of LDA-c and LDA-d as well as LDA-i obtained
from the liquid equilibrated at selected temperatures T0. The cor-
responding behavior of EIS(ρ), PIS(ρ), and SIS(ρ) is shown in
Figs. 3(b)–3(d).

We discuss first the case of LDA-c and LDA-i. We see in
Figs. 3(a)–3(d) that, at the starting pressure P = 0.1 MPa, LDA-
c (black lines) and LDA-i (T0 = 260 K) (brown lines) share the
same values of (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS). Therefore, according to our
hypothesis, these two LDA forms should exhibit the same ther-
modynamic behavior, as indicated by ρ(P), during compression at
P > 0.1 MPa. Indeed, Fig. 3(a) shows that at all pressures stud-
ied (0.1 ≤ P ≤ 1700 MPa) the densities of LDA-c and LDA-i (T0
= 260 K) are identical. In addition, both LDA forms also share
the same values of EIS, PIS, and SIS, showing that they explore
the same regions of the PEL and hence that they are the same
amorphous ice.

The case of LDA-d and LDA-i is more subtle. At first glance,
the density of LDA-d for P > 0.1 MPa lies very close to the
ρ(P) curves for LDA-i obtained from the liquid in the range T0
= 280–300 K. However, a closer look at Fig. 3(a) indicates that

the density of LDA-d (magenta lines) overlaps best with the den-
sity of LDA-i (T0 = 290 K) (violet lines) and that this overlap
sets in only for P > 700 K. We also note that at P = 700 MPa
these two LDA forms have the same density (ρ � 1.0 g/cm3) and
share the same values of (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS). Therefore, accord-
ing to our hypothesis, these two LDA forms should behave iden-
tically during compression only for 700 ≤ P ≤ 1700 MPa. Indeed,
Figs. 3(a)–3(d) shows that LDA-d and LDA-i (T = 290 K) have
the same ρ(P) curve and PEL properties (EIS(ρ),PIS(ρ),SIS(ρ)) for
700 < P ≤ 1700 MPa.

2. Isothermal decompression
We next conduct a test similar to that discussed above but

for the case of an isothermal decompression process. Specifically,
we decompress LDA-c and several of the LDA-i forms obtained
at P = 0.1 MPa from the equilibrium liquid over the range T0
= 255–265 K. As discussed above, and shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(d),
at P = 0.1 MPa and T = 80 K, LDA-c (blue lines) and
LDA-i (T0 = 260 K) (brown lines) exhibit the same values of(N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS). According to our hypothesis, we thus expect
that these two LDA forms will follow the same ρ(P) curve dur-
ing the decompression process. The LDA-i forms for T0 = 255
and 265 K both differ from LDA-c in terms of their EIS and
SIS values at P = 0.1 MPa, and so we expect that these sam-
ples will not follow the same ρ(P) curve as LDA-c during decom-
pression. All of these predictions are confirmed in Fig. 4(a). In
addition, and as expected, LDA-c and LDA-i (T0 = 260 K) also
maintain the same PEL properties EIS(ρ), PIS(ρ), and SIS(ρ) during
decompression.

FIG. 3. (a) ρ as function of P during the
compression of LDA-i formed at P = 0.1
MPa from liquids equilibrated at selected
values of T0. For comparison, we include
the compression of LDA-d obtained at
P = −500 MPa (magenta lines). Black
and red lines indicate, respectively, the
compression of LDA-c and subsequent
decompression from P = 1700 MPa
(HDA). The corresponding variations of
PIS, EIS, and SIS with ρ are shown in
(b), (c), and (d). At P = 0.1 MPa and
ρ� 0.86 g/cm3, LDA-c (black) and LDA-i
(T0 = 260 K) (brown) are characterized
by the same (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS);
they also exhibit approximately the same
ρ(P) and PEL properties at P > 0.1 MPa.
Similarly, at P = 700 MPa and ρ � 1.00
g/cm3, LDA-d (magenta) and LDA-i (T0
= 290 K) (violet) are characterized by
the same (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS); they
also exhibit approximately the same ρ(P)
and PEL properties at P > 700 MPa.
In all cases, T = 80 K and the com-
pression/decompression rate is qP = 300
MPa/ns.
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FIG. 4. (a) ρ as a function of P during
the decompression of LDA-i formed at
P = 0.1 MPa from liquids equilibrated at
selected values of T0. Black, red, and
blue lines indicate, respectively, the com-
pression of LDA-c, subsequent decom-
pression from P = 1700 MPa (HDA),
and decompression of LDA-c to nega-
tive pressures. Note that the blue lines
coincide with, and so are almost totally
covered by, the brown lines. The corre-
sponding variations of PIS, EIS, and SIS
with ρ are shown in (b), (c), and (d).
At P = 0.1 MPa and ρ � 0.86 g/cm3,
LDA-c (blue and black) and LDA-i (T0
= 260 K) (brown) are characterized by
the same (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS); they
exhibit approximately the same ρ(P) at P< 0.1 MPa. In all cases, T = 80 K and
the compression/decompression rate is
qP = 300 MPa/ns.

FIG. 5. (a) ρ as a function of P dur-
ing decompression of HDA from P
= 1700 MPa to negative pressures. HDA
is prepared by compression of (i) LDA-c,
(ii) LDA-i formed at P = 0.1 MPa from
the liquid equilibrated at selected val-
ues of T0, and (iii) LDA-d obtained at
P0 = −500 MPa. Black and red lines
indicate, respectively, the compression
of LDA-c leading to HDA and the sub-
sequent decompression of HDA from P
= 1700 MPa (from Fig. 3). The cor-
responding variations of PIS, EIS, and
SIS with ρ are shown in (b), (c), and
(d). At P = 1700 MPa and ρ � 1.50
g/cm3, all HDA forms are characterized
by the same (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS);
they exhibit approximately the same ρ(P)
and PEL properties at P < 1700 MPa
until they fracture at P ≈ −550 MPa.
In all cases, T = 80 K and the com-
pression/decompression rate is qP = 300
MPa/ns.
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A similar situation occurs when we decompress HDA samples
obtained via different preparation histories. Here, we consider sev-
eral HDA forms obtained by starting with LDA-c and all the LDA-i
samples obtained for T0 = 255–300 K, and compressing each from P
= 0.1MPa to 1700MPa. A third HDA form is obtained by compress-
ing LDA-d from P = −500 MPa to P = 1700 MPa. Figures 5(a)–5(d)
show that all of the HDA forms so produced are identical at
P = 1700 MPa, meaning that they are characterized by the
same values of (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS). During decompression at
P < 1700 MPa, we therefore expect that all these HDA forms should
exhibit the same thermodynamic behavior, as indicated by ρ(P),
and PEL properties EIS(ρ), PIS(ρ), and SIS(ρ). This expectation is
confirmed in Figs. 5(a)–5(d).

3. Isochoric heating
Next, we test whether LDA forms prepared in different ways,

but having the same values of (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS), behave iden-
tically upon heating at constant density ρ = 0.9 g/cm3. All of our
heating runs start from T = 80 K. We focus on LDA-c, LDA-d, and
LDA-i; see Fig. 6. The LDA-c and LDA-i forms considered here
are obtained at P = 0.1 MPa and T = 80 K, as explained in Sec. II.
The density of LDA-c at these conditions is less than 0.90 g/cm3,
and so, we compress this LDA form at T = 80 K until it reaches
ρ= 0.90 g/cm3. Similarly, LDA-d is compressed from P = −500 MPa
[where ρ � 0.75–0.80 g/cm3, see Fig. 3(a)] until it reaches ρ = 0.90
g/cm3. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the pressure of these LDA forms at
ρ = 0.90 g/cm3 differs by as much as 500 MPa, depending on the
glass history. Even within the ten independent simulations of the
LDA-d family, the pressure of the starting configurations differs by∼300 MPa. For comparison, we also heat HDA decompressed from
P = 1700 MPa down to P = −400 MPa so that the density of the
resulting glass (which we call LDA-x) is ρ = 0.9 g/cm3. The density

of HDA during the decompression path, as it transforms to LDA-x,
is indicated by the red lines in Fig. 3(a).

All of the starting configurations used for these heating runs
have the same value of ρ and T and therefore have the same val-
ues of (N, V, T). During the heating runs at ρ = 0.90 g/cm3, the
only thermodynamic variable free to change is P. Accordingly, in
Fig. 6(a), we include the evolution of P(T) for all LDA forms consid-
ered. The responses of the PEL properties to heating, EIS(T), PIS(T),
and SIS(T), are shown in Figs. 6(b)–6(d).

We discuss first the case of LDA-c (black lines) and LDA-i
(T0 = 260 K) (brown lines). At T = 80 K, these LDA forms have
identical values of (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS). If they are in the same glass
state, then we would expect LDA-c and LDA-i (T0 = 260 K) to follow
the same P(T) curve during heating. Figure 6(a) shows that, within
the distribution of pressures among the independent runs, the P(T)
curves of LDA-c and LDA-i (T0 = 260 K) are in good agreement with
each other for T > 80 K. In addition, LDA-c and LDA-i (T0 = 260 K)
exhibit similar PEL properties at T > 80 K.

Regarding LDA-d and LDA-i, we find that the PEL proper-
ties (EIS,PIS,SIS) differ for the starting configurations of LDA-d and
LDA-i for all choices of T0, as shown in Fig. 6. In other words, these
LDA forms do not correspond to the same glass state at T = 80 K,
and consistent with this, P is not the same either. However, starting
at T � 200 K, we observe that the values of (EIS,PIS,SIS) for LDA-
d (magenta lines) and LDA-i (T0 = 280–300 K) (green, violet, and
yellow lines) merge together. In other words, for T > 200 K, all of
these LDA forms have the same (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS), and hence,
they should correspond to the same amorphous ice. In agreement
with this view, Fig. 6(a) shows that all of these LDA forms exhibit
the same P(T) upon heating at T > 200 K.

We note that the same conclusion applies when comparing
LDA-d (magenta lines) and LDA-x (maroon lines). These two amor-
phous ices share identical (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) at T � 190 K, and

FIG. 6. (a) P as a function of T dur-
ing isochoric heating at ρ = 0.9 g/cm3 of
LDA-c, LDA-i (formed at P = 0.1 MPa
for different values of T0), and LDA-d
(formed at P0 = −500 MPa). All these
LDA forms are compressed at T = 80 K
until they reach the density of 0.9 g/cm3.
Also included is the isobaric heating of
LDA-x which is obtained by decompress-
ing HDA until the density of 0.90 g/cm3

is reached. The corresponding variations
with T of PIS (b), EIS (c), and SIS (d) are
also shown. The heating rate is qT = 30
K/ns.
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accordingly, they exhibit the same P(T) and PEL properties at higher
T. We note that although LDA-d and LDA-x are both obtained by
decompression of HDA, LDA-d is subjected to an additional com-
pression starting from P = −500 MPa in order to obtain a sample
with ρ = 0.9 g/cm3. In other words, LDA-d and LDA-x are different
glasses at T = 80 K.

We stress that the temperature T = 200 K at which LDA-c,
LDA-i (T0 = 290 K), and LDA-x reach the same glass state is below
the temperature at which ergodicity is restored. For example, the
mode coupling temperature of ST2 water at ρ = 0.9 g/cm3 is TMCT≈ 237 K65 and the lowest T accessible to equilibriumMD simulations
over a simulation time window of the order of 100 ns (N = 1728) is T∼ 255 K.59 Therefore, all three LDA forms reach the same glass state
at temperatures below the calorimetric glass transition temperature
in ST2 water, for which Tg ∼ 270–280 K at the particular heating rate
used here24,26).

4. Isobaric heating
In this section, we compare the behavior of LDA and HDA

forms during heating at a constant pressure of P = 0.1 MPa starting
from T = 80 K. Our aim in this section is to test whether amorphous
ices with the same (N,P,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) correspond to the same glass
state. That is, can P replace V in the list of state variables?

We focus on the LDA-c, LDA-d, and LDA-i forms considered
above. For HDA, we consider the recovered HDA decompressed
from P = 1700 MPa down to P = 0.1 MPa [see the red lines in
Fig. 3(a)]. The density of the resulting glass (which we call HDA-x) is
ρ� 1.34–1.38 g/cm3. We note that during the heating runs at P = 0.1
MPa the only thermodynamic variable free to change is ρ. Accord-
ingly, in Fig. 7(a), we include the evolution of ρ(T) for all amorphous
ices considered. The corresponding PEL properties EIS(T), PIS(T),
and SIS(T) are shown in Figs. 7(b)–7(d).

Our first test compares LDA-c and LDA-i (T0 = 260 K).
In this case, both LDA forms (black and brown lines) share the
same values of (N,P,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) at the starting state (P = 0.1
MPa, T = 80 K); see Figs. 7(a)–7(d). Moreover, both glasses have
identical ρ(T) and PEL properties at all temperatures during the
heating process. Therefore, one might conclude that the variables(N,P,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) can also be used as state variables for our
glasses. However, we note that at the starting state, LDA-c and LDA-i
(T0 = 260 K) have the same ρ. This means that, for this partic-
ular test, the starting LDA samples also share the same values of(N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS). Consequently, this example is not sufficient
to discriminate between the use of P and V as a state variable for
glasses.

We focus next on the behavior of LDA-d and LDA-i shown in
Fig. 7. In the temperature range 80 K < T < 200 K, the PEL properties
of LDA-d (magenta lines) coincide with LDA-i (T0 = 290 K) (violet
lines), and so, they share the same values of (N,P,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) in
this T range. Yet Fig. 7(a) shows that ρ(T) for LDA-d and LDA-i
(T0 = 290 K) differs by as much as 0.05 g/cm3 in the same T range.
This counterexample shows that the variables (N,P,T,EIS,PIS,SIS)
do not work as state variables for amorphous ices.

A similar situation holds when comparing LDA-d (magenta
lines) and HDA-x (maroon lines). LDA-d and HDA-x are very dif-
ferent at T < 200 K with a density difference of �0.5 g/cm3 at
T = 80 K. This is because HDA-x transforms to an LDA-like state
only at T � 200 K. The transformation of HDA-x to an LDA-like
state is described in detail in Refs. 24 and 26 and can be identified
by the decrease in density in Fig. 7(a) at T � 180 K and the sudden
changes in the PEL properties [Figs. 7(b)–7(d)] at T � 160–200 K. In
Figs. 7(b)–7(d), we see that at T = 200 K the PEL properties of both
amorphous ices overlap with one another. However, at this same
temperature, the ρ(T) curve for LDA-d (magenta lines) remains dif-
ferent from that for HDA-x (maroon lines). Again, this shows that

FIG. 7. (a) ρas a function of T during iso-
baric heating at P = 0.1 MPa of LDA-c,
LDA-i (formed at P = 0.1 MPa for differ-
ent values of T0), and LDA-d (formed at
P0 = −500 MPa and recompressed to
P = 0.1 MPa). Also included is the iso-
baric heating of HDA-x which is obtained
by decompressing HDA to P = 0.1 MPa.
The corresponding variations with T of
PIS (b), EIS (c), and SIS (d) are also
shown. In all panels, P = 0.1 MPa and
the heating rate is qT = 30 K/ns.
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the variables (N,P,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) do not represent state variables
for amorphous ices.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we performed detailed computer simulations

to study the behavior of amorphous ices with distinct prepara-
tion histories when subjected to various processes: isothermal com-
pression and decompression, isochoric heating, and isobaric heat-
ing. Additional comparative studies of the behavior of independent
amorphous ices are provided in the supplementary material, which
include (a) HDA forms prepared at P = 400 MPa during isothermal
compression/decompression at T = 80 K; (b) HDA forms prepared
at P = 1000 MPa during isothermal compression/decompression at
T = 80 K; (c) HDA forms prepared by compression of LDA and
ice Ih, which are then subjected to isothermal decompression at
T = 80 K; and (d) LDA forms prepared at P = 0.1 MPa during
isothermal compression at T = 180 K. In all cases, we find that amor-
phous ices that have the same variables (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) behave
identically upon compression, decompression, and heating. In other
words, these six thermodynamic variables are a sufficient set of vari-
ables to characterize the glass state of water. We note that, in the
thermodynamic limit (N→∞), our results imply that one could also
consider the reduced set of five variables (ρ,T, eis = EIS�N,PIS,SIS)
to identify the state of a glass. Interestingly, we also find that the
alternative set of variables (N,P,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) cannot be used to
characterize the glass state.

To understand why the variables (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) are state
variables for glassy water, we note that two glasses with the same
number of molecules N are characterized by the same PEL. Requir-
ing that the two glasses also share the same volume V implies that
both systems are constrained to explore the same region of the PEL.
For example, in the case of a system of N atoms in a cubic box of
volume V = L3, all atomic coordinates are constrained to the range
[0, L]. At the same T, both glasses have the same average kinetic
energy to overcome potential energy barriers of the PEL. The
question is then why should identical glasses also be character-
ized by same values of (EIS,PIS,SIS)? While we do not offer a
proof, this observation can be physically rationalized by interpreting(EIS,PIS,SIS) as variables that “label” the region of the PEL explored
by the system. Two systems that explore the same region of the PEL
must explore the same microstates and so will have the same values
of (EIS,PIS,SIS).

For the same reason, we can understand why the variables(N,P,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) fail to characterize the glass state. Specifically,
by fixing P and not V, we cannot be sure that two glasses are con-
strained to sample the same volume of the PEL. So even if the two
glassy systems sample IS with identical values of (EIS,PIS,SIS), they
may not necessarily explore the same basins of the PEL, and hence,
the same microstates.

We emphasize that in this work we conclude that the set of
variables (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS) is a complete set of variables to char-
acterize the glass state for the case of amorphous ice. However, it is
possible that other substances may require fewer PEL variables to
characterize the glass state. For example, it may be possible that the
set (N,V ,T,EIS,SIS) is sufficient to identify the glass state of many
simpler glass forming systems where strong directional bonds do
not play a role. Similarly, one may need additional variables, other

than (N,V ,T,EIS,PIS,SIS), to characterize the glass state of multi-
component mixtures. The main point of our work is to show that it
is possible to use a small number of variables obtained from the PEL,
complemented by (N, V, T), to identify the region of the PEL (and
hence the microstates) accessible to glasses and perhaps other out-
of-equilibrium systems such as liquids subject to sudden changes in
T or V. Moreover, we show that this set of six variables is sufficient
for the practically important case of water.

Finally, we note that an important goal for future work is
to identify observables accessible in experiments, corresponding to
PEL variables such as (PIS,EIS,SIS). For example, SIS can be eval-
uated from the vibrational density of states measured experimen-
tally. Our work demonstrates that, at least for water, a small number
of macroscopic properties are sufficient to unambiguously identify
the glass state, without knowledge of its preparation history. As a
consequence, experimental efforts to measure the PEL properties of
glasses may provide a valuable practical tool for assessing the nature
of a given glassy sample and predicting its response to mechanical
and thermal stress relative to other samples.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for additional comparative studies
of the behavior of independent amorphous ices under compression
and decompression processes.
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Here we present additional studies of differently prepared amorphous ice samples sub-

jected to isothermal compression and/or decompression. In all cases we find that if two

amorphous ice samples share the same values of (N, V, T, EIS , PIS,SIS) then they are effec-

tively identical, i.e., they exhibit the same evolution of the density ρ and PEL properties

upon compression/decompression. In other words, (N, V, T, EIS, PIS,SIS) represent a suffi-

cient set of state variables for these glasses.

I. COMPRESSION AND DECOMPRESSION OF HDA SAMPLES PREPARED

AT P = 400 MPa

In this section, we compare HDA forms that are produced by isobarically cooling the liquid

at P = 400 MPa with HDA samples obtained by compression of LDA-d and LDA-c. The

HDA samples at P = 400 MPa are prepared by instantaneously cooling to 80 K the liquid

equilibrated at P = 400 MPa and at different temperatures T0 = 220, 230, 240, . . . , 300 K.

This is similar to the process followed in the preparation of our LDA-i samples at P =

0.1 MPa, as described in the main paper. However, since cooling the liquid at P = 400 MPa

leads to HDA, we refer to the amorphous ice samples prepared at P = 400 MPa as HDA-i.

In Fig. S1, we show ρ(P ), EIS(ρ), PIS(ρ), and SIS(ρ) during the compression of HDA-i

at P > 400 MPa for selected values of T0. In addition, we include the results obtained

during the compression of LDA-d (from P = −500 MPa, magenta lines) and LDA-c (from

P = 0.1 MPa, black lines) from Fig. 1 of the main paper. Interestingly, Fig. S1 shows that

the HDA-i forms are very similar to one another. For example, the HDA-i forms prepared

in the range T0 = 220-300 K only cover an EIS range from −53.5 to −52.5 kJ/mol. In

contrast, the LDA-i forms prepared at P = 0.1 MPa (Fig. 3c of the main paper) cover

a wider interval of EIS from −53.5 to −57.0 kJ/mol, even though the range of T0 values

for our LDA-i samples is smaller, T0 = 255-300 K. This observation shows that the HDA

megabasin of the PEL of ST2 water is much flatter than the LDA megabasin [1].

The main point of Fig. S1 is that all the HDA-i forms attain approximately the same

PEL properties and density at P = 1500 MPa (ρ = 1.50 g/cm3). In addition, at the same

values of P and ρ, the values of (ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS) for the HDA-i forms (e.g. orange

lines) coincide with the values obtained by compressing LDA-c (black lines) and LDA-d

(magenta lines) into the HDA regime. Consistent with our hypothesis, all these amorphous
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ices become effectively identical at P = 1500 MPa (ρ = 1.50 g/cm3), and as a consequence

they share the same PEL properties and ρ(P ) upon further compression at P > 1500 MPa

(ρ > 1.50 g/cm3).

We also study the behavior of HDA-i during decompression from P = 400 MPa; see, e.g.

the orange lines in Fig. S2. For comparison, we consider the decompression of the HDA

sample obtained at P = 1700 MPa by compression LDA-c, as described in the main paper;

see the red lines in Fig. S2(a). We refer to the HDA form obtained by decompression from

P = 1700 MPa (red lines) as HDA-d. Figs. S2(a)-(d) shows (ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS) for HDA-d

and HDA-i forms for various T0 during decompression at T = 80 K. At P = 400 MPa,

HDA-d and all HDA-i forms are clearly different. For example, the density of HDA-d is

larger by > 0.1 g/cm3 than the density of all HDA-i forms. Noticeable differences between

HDA-d and HDA-i at P = 400 MPa are also present in the corresponding values of PIS and

SIS. Note however that EIS for HDA-d and HDA-i (T0 = 230 K) are identical.

During decompression, the PEL properties and ρ(P ) of HDA-d and HDA-i become closer

to one another. Specifically, a close look at Figs. S2(a)-(b) shows that HDA-d (red lines) and

HDA-i (T0 = 220 K) (purple lines) have the same ρ(P ) and PIS at ρ ≃ 1.10 g/cm3. A similar

conclusion holds for EIS and SIS for HDA-d and HDA-i (T0 = 220 K); see Figs. S2(c)(d). We

note, however, that the data for EIS and SIS at ρ ≃ 1.10 g/cm3 are scattered considerably

among the independent runs for HDA-d and HDA-i (T0 = 220 K). Nonetheless, HDA-d and

HDA-i (T0 = 220 K) seem to approach the same glass state at ρ ≃ 1.10 g/cm3, meaning that

they exhibit approximately the same values of (ρ, EIS, PIS,SIS). Once again, in agreement

with our hypothesis, we find that HDA-d and HDA-i (T0 = 220 K) behave identically upon

further decompression, i.e., they continue to share the same values of (ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS).

II. COMPRESSION AND DECOMPRESSION OF HDA SAMPLES PREPARED

AT P = 1000 MPa

The previous discussion focused on the behavior of HDA-i forms prepared at P = 400 MPa

during isothermal compression/decompression. In this section we perform a similar study

for the case of HDA-i forms prepared at P = 1000 MPa. At his higher pressure, all HDA-i

forms considered, prepared from the liquid equilibrated at T0 = 280-330 K, collapse into a

single HDA-i state. That is, as shown in Fig. S3, all these HDA-i samples at 80 K have the
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same density (ρ = 1.42-1.48 g/cm3) and PEL properties at P = 1000 MPa. Accordingly,

as shown in Fig. S3, these HDA-i forms also exhibit the same values of (ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS)

upon compression.

The main point of Fig. S3 is that the values of (ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS) for HDA-i (e.g. violet

lines) match the values sampled during the compression of LDA-d (magenta lines) and LDA-

c (black lines) at P = 1700 MPa and ρ = 1.52 g/cm3. Based on our hypothesis, all these

amorphous ices reach the same glass state at P = 1700 MPa and hence they are expected

to exhibit the same density and PEL properties upon compression at P > 1700 MPa. As

shown in Fig. S3, this is indeed the case if fluctuations among the all the independent runs

are considered.

In Fig. S3, we also include the re-compression of HDA-d from P = 0.1 MPa (green lines).

During the re-compression process, HDA-d becomes identical to HDA-i at P = 1500 MPa

(ρ ≃ 1.50 g/cm3), i.e., HDA-i and the re-compressed HDA-d exhibit the same values of

(ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS). Once again, in agreement with our hypothesis, HDA-d and HDA-i are

also indistinguishable upon further compression at P > 1500 MPa.

The effect of decompressing HDA-i from P = 1000 MPa is shown in Fig. S4. Briefly, all

HDA-i forms follow the same path in the (ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS) space. In particular, HDA-i

(e.g. violet lines) exhibit the same properties as HDA-d (red lines) at ρ ≃ 1.45 g/cm3 and

P ≃ 800 MPa. It follows, based on our hypothesis, that HDA-i and HDA-d reach the same

glass state at this pressure and density. Accordingly, during decompression, both HDA forms

are expected to exhibit the same behavior. Indeed, as shown in Fig. S4, HDA-i and HDA-d

exhibit the same values of (ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS) during decompression at P < 800 MPa.

III. DECOMPRESSION OF HDA OBTAINED FROM ICE Ih

Early experiments [2] showed that HDA can be obtained by isothermal compression of

ice Ih at low temperatures, a process known as pressure-induced amorphization (PIA). In

this section, we compare the behavior of HDA obtained by PIA of ice Ih and HDA obtained

by compression of LDA-c, both at T = 80 K.

The PIA of ice Ih in MD simulations of ST2 water is described in detail in Ref. [3], to which

we refer the reader for details. Briefly, we first prepare a configuration of ice Ih composed

of N = 1024 water molecules in an orthorombic box with periodic boundary conditions.
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The system is equilibrated at P = 0.1 MPa and T = 80 K and then it is compressed at a

constant rate of qP = 300 MPa/ns at T = 80 K, as done previously for the case of LDA-

c. The density of the system during the PIA of ice Ih is shown in Fig. S5(a) (dark green

lines). The sudden increase in density at P ≃ 3200 MPa signals the transformation of ice

Ih to HDA; see Ref. [3]. This transformation pressure is much higher than the pressure

(P ≃ 1100-1200 MPa) at which LDA-c transform to HDA (black lines). The two HDA

forms so produced at P = 3500 MPa are then subjected to decompression at T = 80 K. We

refer to the HDA obtained from LDA-c and ice Ih respectively as HDALDA and HDAIh.

At the starting pressure P = 3500 MPa, the average density of HDALDA and HDAIh

differ by ≃ 0.02 g/cm3. However, this difference is comparable to the fluctuations among the

independent runs, and so may be considered small. Similarly, small differences are present

at P = 3500 MPa in the corresponding PEL properties of both HDA forms [Figs. S5(b)-(d)].

These differences may be due to the difference in the sample size for HDAIh (N = 1728) and

HDALDA (N = 1024) or, more probably, to localized ice-like regions remaining in HDAIh

that may only disappear at much higher pressures; see Ref. [4].

During decompression, HDALDA and HDAIh exhibit similar values of (ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS)

and at P ≃ 0.1 MPa (ρ ≃ 1.40 g/cm3) the properties of both HDA forms overlap with one

another, i.e. HDALDA and HDAIh reach the same glass state. Accordingly, upon further

decompression, HDALDA and HDAIh remain indistinguishable, i.e. they share the same

values of (ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS).

Included in Figs. S5(a)-(d) are the density and PEL properties of HDA-d (red lines).

HDA-d is the HDA form decompressed from P = 1700 MPa. Interestingly, at P = 1700 MPa,

HDA-d is different from HDALDA and HDAIh. For example, the density of HDA-d is more

than 0.08 g/cm3 smaller than the density of HDALDA and HDAIh. These three amorphous

ices reach the same glass state, as defined by the variables (ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS), at ρ ≃

1.25 g/cm3. In agreement with our hypothesis, HDA-d, HDALDA, and HDAIh exhibit the

same behavior of ρ(P ) and PEL properties upon further decompression for ρ < 1.25 g/cm3.

IV. COMPRESSION OF LDA FORMS PREPARED AT P = 0.1 MPa AT T = 180 K

The aim of this section is to test whether our results are restricted to very low tempera-

tures (T = 80 K). In order to do so, we consider the compression/decompression of LDA-c,
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LDA-i, and LDA-c at T = 180 K; see Fig. S6. Specifically, we perform the same compar-

ative study included in the main paper, Fig. 3, but at T = 180 K. Fig. S6(a) shows ρ(P )

during the compression of LDA-c (black lines); the resulting amorphous ice at P = 1700

MPa is HDA. HDA is then decompressed (red lines) leading to LDA-d at P = −400 MPa.

(LDA-d fractures upon further decompression at P ≈ −600 MPa). Included in Fig. S6(a)

is ρ(P ) during the re-compression of LDA-d (magenta lines) from P = −400 MPa, and

ρ(P ) for compression of LDA-i forms produced at P = 0.1 MPa. We study LDA-i forms at

T = 180 K produced from liquids equilibrated at T0 = 255-300 K. The PEL properties of

the amorphous ices shown in Fig. S6(a) are shown in Figs. S6(b)-(d).

Our results at T = 180 K are analogous to the results reported in the main paper at

T = 80 K. Specifically, at P = 0.1 MPa, LDA-c (black lines) is identical to the LDA-i forms

obtained from low T0 = 255-260 K (cyan and brown lines), i.e. they exhibit nearly the same

values of (ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS). In agreement with our hypothesis, during the compression

process for P = 0.1-1700 MPa, LDA-c and LDA-i (T0 = 255-260 K) are indistinguishable in

the sense that they exhibit the same behavior of ρ(P ) and PEL properties.

The case of LDA-d and LDA-i is less evident. The compression of LDA-d differs from all

LDA-i forms when P < 600 MPa (approximately ρ < 1.02 g/cm3). At P = 600 MPa, LDA-d

(magenta lines) becomes identical to the LDA-i forms obtained for T0 = 290-300 K (orange

and blue lines). In other words, LDA-d and LDA-i (T0 = 290-300 K) exhibit nearly the same

values of (ρ, EIS, PIS, SIS). In agreement with our hypothesis, during the compression

process for P > 600 MPa, LDA-d and LDA-i (T0 = 290-300 K) are indistinguishable, i.e.

they exhibit the same behavior of ρ(P ) and PEL properties.
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FIG.� 41:� (a)� ρ� as� function� of�P� during� the� compression� of�HDA-i� formed� at�P�=� 400�MPa� from�

equilibrated� liquids� at� selected�T0.� Black� and� red� lines� indicate,� respectively,� the� compression� of�

LDA-c� that� leads� to�HDA� at� P� =� 1700�MPa,� and� the� subsequent� decompression� of�HDA� from�

P� =� 1700�MPa.� For� comparison,� included� is� the� compression� of� LDA-d� from� P� =�−500�MPa�

(magenta� lines)�which�also�produces�HDA�at�high�pressures� [1,�3].� The� corresponding�variations�

of� PIS�,� EIS� and� SIS� with� ρ� are� shown� in� (b),� (c)� and� (d).� At� approximately� P� =� 1500�MPa�

(ρ� ≃� 1.50� g/cm3),� all� HDA� forms� show� the� same� values� of� (ρ,�EIS�,�PIS�,�SIS�)� and� hence,� reach�

the� same� glass� state.� Accordingly,� these� amorphous� solids� share� the� same� PEL� properties� and�

density�upon� further�compression�at�P�>�1500�MPa�(ρ�>�1.50�g/cm3).� In�all�cases,�T�=�80�K�and�

compression�rate� is�qP� =�300�MPa/ns.
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FIG.�42:� (a)�ρ�as� function�of�P�during� the�decompression�of�HDA-i� formed�at�P�=�400�MPa� from�

equilibrated� liquids� at� selected�T0.� Black� and� red� lines� indicate,� respectively,� the� compression� of�

LDA-c� that� leads� to�HDA� at� P� =� 1700�MPa,� and� the� subsequent� decompression� of�HDA� from�

P� =�1700�MPa.� The� corresponding�variations� of�PIS�,�EIS� and�SIS� with� ρ� are� shown� in� (b),� (c)�

and� (d).� At� ρ� ≃� 1.1� g/cm3,� HDA-d� (red� lines)� and� HDA-i� (T0� =� 220�K)� (purple� lines)� show�

nearly� the� same� values� of� (ρ,�EIS�,�PIS�,�SIS�)� and� hence,� reach� the� same� glass� state.� Accordingly,�

these� amorphous� solids� share� the� same�PEL�properties� and�density�upon� further� compression� at�

ρ�<�1.1�g/cm3.� In�all�cases,�T�=�80�K�and�compression�rate� is�qP� =�300�MPa/ns.
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FIG.�43:�Same�as�Fig.�S1� for� the� compression�of�HDA-i� forms�obtained�by� isobaric� cooling�of� the�

equilibrium� liquid� at� P� =� 1000�MPa� from� selected� T0.� Also� included� is� the� re-compression� of�

HDA-d�(green� lines)�recovered�at�P�=�0.1�MPa;�HDA-d� is� formed�by�decompression�of�HDA� from�

P�=�1700�MPa�(red�lines).�At�approximately�P�=�1700�MPa,�all�HDA�forms�show�the�same�values�

of� (ρ,�EIS�,�PIS�,�SIS�)� and�hence,� reach� the� same� glass� state.� Accordingly,� these� amorphous� solids�

share�the�same�PEL�properties�and�density�upon� further�compression�at�P�>�1700�MPa.
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FIG.�44:�Same�as�Fig.�S2�for�the�decompression�of�HDA-i�forms�obtained�by�isobaric�cooling�of�the�

equilibrium� liquid�at�P�=�1000�MPa� from�selected�T0.� At�ρ�≃�1.52�g/cm3,�all�decompressed�HDA�

forms� show� nearly� the� same� values� of� (ρ,�EIS�,�PIS�,�SIS�)� and� hence,� reach� the� same� glass� state.�

Accordingly,� these� amorphous� solids� share� the� same� PEL� properties� and� density� upon� further�

compression�at�ρ�<�1.52�g/cm3.
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FIG.�45:�(a)�ρ�as�function�of�P�during�the�compression�of�ice�Ih�(dark�green�lines)�to�P�=�4000�MPa�

and�decompression�of�the�resulting�HDA� from�P�=�3500�MPa�to�negative�pressures�(brown� lines).�

We�also�include�the�compression�of�LDA-c�(black�lines)�and�the�decompression�of�the�resulting�HDA,�

from�P�=�1700�MPa�(red�lines)�and�P�=�3500�MPa�(indigo�lines).�The�corresponding�variations�of�

PIS�,�EIS� and�SIS� with�ρ�are�shown�in�(b),�(c)�and�(d).�At�ρ�≃�1.25�g/cm3,�all�decompressed�HDA�

forms�show�nearly�the�same�values�of�(N,�V,�T,�EIS�,�PIS�,�SIS�)�and�hence,�reach�the�same�glass�state;�

these�amorphous�solids�share�the�same�PEL�properties�and�density�upon�further�decompression�at�

ρ�<�1.25�g/cm3.� In�all�cases,�T�=�80�K�and�compression�rate� is�qP� =�300�MPa/ns.
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FIG.�46:�ρ�as�function�of�P�during�the�compression�of�LDA-i�at�T�=�180�K.�LDA-i�forms�are�obtained�

at�P�=�0.1�MPa�from�liquids�equilibrated�at�selected�T0.�For�comparison,�included�is�the�compression�

at�T�=�180�K�of�LDA-d�obtained�at�P�=�−400�MPa�(magenta� lines).�Black�and�red� lines� indicate,�

respectively,�the�compression�of�LDA-c�and�subsequent�decompression�from�P�=�1700�MPa�(HDA)�

at�T�=�180�K.�The�corresponding�variations�of�PIS�,�EIS�and�SIS�with�ρ�are�shown�in�(b),�(c)�and�(d).�

At�P�=�0.1�MPa�and�ρ�≃�0.86�g/cm3,�LDA-c�(black�lines)�and�LDA-i�(T0�=�260�K)�(brown�lines)�are�

characterized�by�the�same�(N,�V,�T,�EIS�,�PIS�,�SIS�);�they�exhibit�approximately�the�same�ρ(P�)�and�

PEL�properties�at�P�>�0.1�MPa.�Similarly,�at�P�=�600�MPa�and�ρ�=�1.02�g/cm3,�LDA-d�(magenta�

lines)�and�LDA-i�(T0�=�290-300�K)�(orange�and�blue�lines;�the�orange�lines�are�mostly�covered�by�the�

blue�lines)�are�characterized�by�the�same�(N,�V,�T,�EIS�,�PIS�,�SIS�);�they�exhibit�approximately�the�

same� ρ(P� )� and�PEL� properties� at�P�>� 600�MPa.� In� all� cases,�T�=� 180�K� and� the� compression/

decompression�rate�is�qP�=�300�MPa/ns.
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